INTRODUCTION
MELANOTIC tumours (i.e. presence of masses of melanin) have been described in many insects and especially in Drosophila as a heritable trait. Investigations by several authors (see Barigozzi, 1962) and especially by Barigozzi, Castiglioni and Di Pasquale (1960) have shown that the production of melanin is controlled by several factors, which in many stocks are located in the 2nd chromosome (tu factors, mostly recessive). These factors, however, act only when two conditions are present, which are also controlled by several genes located on different chromosomes: a sufficient amount of a particular type of hmolymph cells in the lymph gland, and the disintegration of the gland during the larval stage. The behaviour of all steps (i.e. the control of the amount of large cells, of the lymph gland and of the melanin production) appears to be Mendelian in some experiments, and non-Mendelian (cytoplasmic) in some others. For this reason "melanotic tumours" will be referred to as being a partially-Mendelian character.
The first evidence that-in some individuals-the character is controlled by the chromosomes and by the cytoplasm at the same time was given by Di Pasquale (1956) . This author replaced the chromosomes of 4 tumorous stocks with those of a tumourless one while the cytoplasm came from the tumorous stock: in spite of the replacement of the chromosomes a proportion of flies still showed a percentage of tumours (from 22 per cent, up to 97 per cent.). Although the technique available for replacing chromosomes (based on the use of a balanced lethal stock) is not completely satisfactory the results seem to be in favour of the existence of a dual mode of transmission. Moreover there is a difference of tumour incidence in reciprocal crosses between different tumorous stocks.
With the progress of the investigations, other facts appeared unexplainable in Mendelian terms, the most relevant of which are summarised here below: (i) Instability of isogenic lines propagated through single pairs. In stock tu B3, out of 23 lines only 8 behaved as stable (the frequency of tumorous individuals oscillated, in subsequent generations, less than 10 per cent.), while 3 showed irregular oscillations of more than io per cent., 2 increased gradually up to a high percentage and io decreased gradually down to nearly o (Barigozzi, 2N2 561 1962) . (2) In two stocks having the combination tumorous cytoplasm +tumourless chromosomes no tumours appeared for years. Later on, the stocks became tumorous. The anatomical location of the tumours was thoracic in the combination having the cytoplasm from stock tu A2, where tumours are frequently thoracic. In the combination with cytoplasm from tu B3 (where tumours are nearly always abdominal) only abdominal tumours appeared (Di Pasquale,
These observations led us to the working hypothesis that the cytoplasm might exert a transmissible influence on the chromosomes.
In order to test this hypothesis a first experiment was devised, consisting in combining the cytoplasm from tu B3 (too per cent. of tumours generally located in the abdomen) with the chromosomes from the almost tumourless stock Chieti-vermilion.
According to the hypothesis, if the chromosomes of the combination fail to yield tumours, the experiment could not prove any influence exerted by the cytoplasm on the chromosomes; if the combination yielded significant frequency of tumours chromosomally controlled then the influence could be considered as experimentally proved.
The technique used for producing the combination (cyt. tu B3 +chrom. Chieti-vermilion) comprised the following procedures: (x) Preliminary analysis of the genotype of Chieti-vermilion by means of tumour countings in lines isogenic for the 2nd chromosome. All lines gave a very low tumour incidence; and out of 36 lines, 15 proved to be tumourless, while the highest frequency found was 72 per cent.
(2) Replacement of chromosomes in the stock tu B3 by means of repeated backcrosses, according to the following scheme:
tu B3 x Chieti-v tuB3 x Chieti-v etc. for 7 or 9 times.
Chieti
Out of 72 sublines, many have been tested for tu genes, using appropriated crosses with tu B3 where tu genes are located near the right end of the chromosome and are recessive. The majority proved to carry no tu factors or very weak ones, as in the Chieti-v stock. Four exceptions, on the other hand, have been found, namely sublines 6f, 3c, 8c and i xe. Sublime 6f, showing a low tumour frequency (around s per cent.), when crossed to tu B3 gave a very high percentage of tumours: several isogenic lines derived from 6f yielded nearly too per cent. of very large abdominal tumours. Subline c gave rise to one isogenic genotype, with as many as 43.3 per cent, of tumours. Crossed to tu B3, a nearly tumourless offspring resulted. Hence, we conclude that the tu factors of 3C are different from those of tu B3. Similar findings resulted from sublines 8c and tie.
One may conclude that it is highly improbable that the occurrence of so many tumorous sublines is due to chance, after so many backcrosses (the probability should be of the order of magnitude of ()9 = after 9 back-crosses, while tumours appeared in 4 lines out of 72). The difference between the tu factors of 3C and those of tu B3 might be explicable only as an effect of some chromosome rearrangements, which, in fact, have never been detected cytologically (Barigozzi, 1962) . All these facts lead to the conclusion that some extra-Mendelian mechanism is at work. genetically analysed. In an experiment of this type, a negative answer has no significance for acceptance or rejection of the working hypothesis, but a positive answer is critical.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
As donors of ovaries, two stocks have been selected, both marked with vermilion and both showing a low frequency of turnouTs. The first was Chieti-vermilion (tumour used. Implants were made in third instar larv. Obviously, an accurate control of the manifestation can be made only when lines are produced isogenic for the 2nd chromosome, where the Lu genes are located. According to the working hypothesis, in the genotypes derived from oocytes developed in stock Lu A2 some thoracic localisation should result, but only abdominal tumours from oocytes implanted into tu B3. In the absence of a cytoplasmic effect, the manifestation of the implanted genotype should not be different from that of the stock from which the ovary derived. The results must thus take the form of a statistical comparison between the frequency distributions of tumours in a number of genotypes, isogenic for the 2nd chromosome, derived from the donor stock and from ovaries of the same origin, implanted in Lu A2 and in Lu B3 (see fig. 2 ). Since the highest tumour incidence obtained in isogenic lines of Chieti-v has been 7 per cent., and 6 per cent. in those of v, so 14 per cent, and 12 per cent, respectively have been taken as the lowest limit of significance. The results can be summarised as follows (see tables 2 and 3).
* Larv from mass cultures have been preferred to those from isogenic lines.
(a) Thoracic tumours appeared in the progeny derived from 3 ovaries implanted in tu A2, while they never appeared in the progeny from implantation in tu B3. (b) Two out of 26 chromosomes of implants in tu A2 and 6 out of 26 chromosomes of implants in tu B3 manifested persistently for several generations more tumours than Chieti-v.
(c) The overall tumour percentage is higher in the descendants from implanted oocytes than in the control (table 4) . These results seem to indicate that an intercellular " influence has been exerted on the 2nd chromosome, and transmitted through several generations. Some objections can be raised, such as the small number of chromosomes analysed.
For these reasons a second series of implantations has been carried out.
(ii) Second series of implantatioms (ovaries from implanted v). The technique used was exactly the same as in the first series. The new donor stock behaved completely normally, never showing thoracic tumours (for tumour frequency, see table i). The abdominal masses were always extremely small. The counts from three subsequent generations are pooled in the data. The data of tables , 6 and 7 show a 16062, P<ooi great resemblance to those of the first series. First of all, thoracic tumours appeared again from implanted ovaries in tu A2 ( lines out of 28): secondly, in both combinations an increase in tumour incidence occurred, which seems to be very significant in some lines.
The final conclusion is that in both experiments a stable influence has been exerted by the genotype of the host upon the genotype of the implanted ovaries, and that the results from the two series are practically the same: the only difference which we can observe here refers to the lesser activity of tu A2 in the second series. The character has been transmitted to the progeny (the observations lasted for several As regards the implanted oocytes of the first series, the conclusion was drawn that the thoracic manifestation of Chieti-v implanted in tu A2 is identical to that of tu A2, because 2nd chromosome from implanted oocytes x 2nd chromosomes from tu A2 gave some thoracic tumours. A more precise investigation has been carried out concerning the second experiment. One isogenic line has been secured from both tuA2 and from tuB3 (tumour percentage: I78±3x5 with of thoracic tumours for tu A2 and 368±553 and no thoracic tumours for tu B3) and used as testers. As a control, io isogenic lines from ii have been produced, and crossed each to the isogenic tu A2 and tu B (table 8) . From these crosses it turns out that such ability as v possesses of producing tumours is genetically more similar to that of tu A2 than to that of tu B3, since the tumour incidence is higher in crosses with tu A2 than in those with tu B3. The results from the heterozygotes /'v-÷tu B3 (or tu A2)\ between testers and chromosomes to be tested for tu B3 (or tu A2)j to different isogenic lines (= to chromosomes, 5 with low and 5 with high manifestation) are recorded on tables 9 and to. Table 9 shows that, in to isogenic lines of v-*tu B3, manifesting a high and 5 a low percentage of tumours, there is a general tendency to produce less tumours in the heterozygotes with tu B3 than in homozygous condition or to show the same rate. The only possible exception is line 5C i where there is an increase. 
8•3+2487
78+2621 35+2434
Means 62±0625 06±0256 41) = 449 ; P very small
The lower incidence of tumours in the heterozygous flies can be interpreted as an indication of the fact that some v--tu B3 2nd chromosomes are not identical with those of the tester stock tu B3. The cases where there is almost the same frequency are interpretable as springing from a closer similarity between the two kinds of 2nd chromosomes.
v-÷tuB
The case of line 5C i is inexplicable. In the heterozygotes A2 v-÷tuB we find significantly fewer tumours than in the heterozygotes proving that the original similarity between v and tu A2 (see table 8) now fails to appear. Table i 
DISCUSSION
The data presented here show that, besides several phenomena of difficult interpretation which lead us to consider the possibility that genic and cytoplasmic factors are operating in the same cell and controlling the production of melanotic masses in Drosophila, a persistent influence on given sections of the 2nd chromosome can be exerted by internal environment. Although the maturation of oocytes from low tumorous stocks in a tumorous environment does not correspond to the combination: tumourless chromosomes + tumorous cytoplasm as investigated in previous work mentioned above, the positive results obtained by transplantation make more likely the interpretation that a persistent influence can be exerted by the cytoplasm upon the chromosomes of the same cell.
It is now desirable to see more precisely what kind of change can occur in the 2nd chromosome, taking tables 9 and io especially into account. The recessiveness of the genes controlling melanotic tumours makes the character appear in a cross only when at least one factor or allele is present in both homologous chromosomes. Whenever a cross yields fewer tumours than the parent genotypes, a lack of genotypic identity is revealed. The following argument is based on this assumption. Now if we compare the same chromosome from grafted oocytes in heterozygous conditionwith tuB3 and, in turnwith tu A2, we find a closer similarity to the chromosome of the host than to that of the donor, bringing about a reversal of incidence of tumourswith the change of host (compare table 9 with table io) . It is also interesting to notice that the difference between the two heterozygous conditions is greater when v oocytes have been implanted into tu A2. Hence, we can conclude that the persistent influence might be visualised as an increase in identical loci in the 2nd chromosomes of the host and of the donor. Almost complete non-identity between the loci influencing the tumours in v-*tu A2 and tu B3 might even mean a loss of factors identical with those of tu B3 in v-tu A2 which were present in the original v (see table 8 ). Finally the factor responsible for thoracic location seems to be different in tu A2 and in v--tu A2, since heterozygotes between them fail to show thoracic tumours.
We may conclude that after grafting a change occurs in definite genetic factors, which might be interpreted as of a mutational type. If we accept this view, the unavoidable consequences are: (i) the mutations are caused by a mutator which can move from tissue to tissue and not only from cell to cell or act from a distance; (ii) the mutations are directed, because they copy the phenotype of the host, from which the mutator derives; (iii) the mutations occur at a very high rate.
These consequences give a peculiar aspect to the phenomenon. An alternative explanation is supplied by the findings in bacteria, besides some analogies found in maize and other organisms (Jacob, Schaeffer and Wollman, 1960) which lead to the postulation of the existence of particles (episomes) which can be added to and removed from distinct and different chromosomal loci, changing site between the gene string and the cytoplasm.
On this basis the changes from one allelic stage to the other (for example from tu + to tu) might be visualised hypothetically as an integration of a particle which, in the present case, should be capable of migrating not only from the cytoplasm to the nucleus and of being released from the chromosomes to the cytoplasma, but also of moving from cell to cell.
If we assume that the non-Mendelian side of the genetic alphenomena shown by the transmission of the melanotic tumours is of episome-like type, several facts immediately become understandable: the existence of so many different sets of tu-factors in different stocks (episomes have no obligatory fixed location); the reappearing of tumours in chromosomally tumourless genotypes where the cytoplasm is tumorous (Di Pasquale, ij); and the genic instability invoked by Di Pasquale and Koref Santibañez (,961) to explain the frequent occurrence of tumours in wild populations which can now be understood in terms of displacement of episomes. The episome-like explanation is put forward as the most useful one for visualising the process at the present stage of our knowledge. Nonetheless it leaves unsolved for investigation in the future many problems such as the frequency of the cytoplasmic influence (which seems to be very high), the type of insertion of the episome in the gene string, and the degree of persistency.
On the other hand our observations may perhaps be interpreted by a more orthodox mechanism. It might be possible that a tendency to higher production of tumours may be functionally linked with higher probability for the oocyte to be fertilised; thus selection might explain the higher tumour frequency found in the offspring from grafted 20 oocytes. The appearance of thoracic tumours in v-#tu A2, could not, however, be explained in this way when v completely lacks this pattern.
Thus intra-oocytes selection does not seem to be a good alternative to the episomic explanation. A possible similarity with the nuclearcytoplasmic control of mating4ypes in Paramecium (Nanney, 1957) , for which the existence of episomes is not invoked, may represent an alternative interpretation. Whatever may be the explanation of the phenomena we have described, an important point is that we now have available for further studies a case of a character endowed with dual genetical control. This may help our understanding of the formal relationships between cytoplasm and genes in its bearing on evolution.
5. SUMMARY i. Since previous investigations had shown that the transmission of melanotic tumours of Drosophila is not fully understandable in mendelian terms, both cytoplasm and chromosomes being involved, an experiment has been devised to test a possible influence of the cytoplasm on the genes. Ovaries of nearly tumourless individuals were grafted into tumorous females. As donors two stocks have been selected, each marked with vermilion and characterised by a low incidence of very small abdominal tumours. As recipient, two stocks were taken, one of them (tu A2) showing a proportion of large thoracic tumours, and the other large tumours, generally abdominal and only exceptionally thoracic.
2. If that is a persistent influence of the cytoplasm on the chromosomes, the expectation is the appearance of thoracic tumours in the progeny of donor ovaries grafted into tu A2, and of abdominal tumours (exceptionally thoracic) in that of donor ovaries in tu B3.
The results agreed with this expectation. Thoracic tumours appeared, and have been transmitted, in the progeny (isogenic for the 2nd chromosome) from grafts in tu A2, while from grafts in tu B3 only abdominal tumours appeared, with a thoracic one in a single fly. Beside this, an overall tendency to produce more tumours has been observed in both types of progeny. These progenies have been tested by means of crosses with 2nd chromosomes of the donor stock vermilion, as well as with 2nd chromosomes of tu A2 and tu B3. It was found that while the original stock v is genetically more similar (as far as the 2nd chromosome is concerned) to tu A2 than to tu B3, the 2nd chromosomes of the progeny from grafted ovaries proved more similar to tu B3, when the graft had been made in this particular stock.
3. It thus seems justified to speak of an influence exerted by the internal environment on the chromosomes and lasting several generations. This may also explain the observations made in previous works. This influence may be visualised hypothetically as caused by transmissible particles characterised by a dual phase, the one cytoplasmic and the other chromosomal, although other possibilities cannot be
